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Objectives
• Define the concept of hope.
• Describe hope inspiring strategies.
• Discuss application of hope inspiring strategies in
practice, education, and research.
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Fun Facts
• 102 cities in the United States (US) have Hope in their
name
• Hope, KY; Hope, TX; Hope, RI; etc.

• Hope was ranked the 231st most popular name for girls
born in 2011 in the US, down from its peak ranking of
No. 144 in 1999.
• There are 41 synonyms for the word hope.
• Desire, belief, expectancy, etc.

• 121 celebrities have the last name Hope.
• Bob Hope, Courtney Hope, Hilary Hope, etc.
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Hope
• A multidimensional dynamic life force characterized by a
confident yet certain expectation of achieving good
which is realistically possible and personally significant
(Dufault and Martocchio,1985).
• An energized mental state characterized by an actionoriented, positive expectation that the present situation is
temporary (Herth, 1989).
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Critical Care Nurses Thoughts on the
Definition of Hope
• Qualitative study conducted with 14 critical care
nurses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Driving force – moves you forward
Something to believe in – work toward
Focus
Possibility of good
Preferred probability
Multidimensional
Spiritual dimension
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Hope – Can it Stand Alone?
• Herth (1989) uses a Coping Process Nursing Model
developed by herself to conceptualize the relationship
between hope, coping, and other variables, in patients
with cancer.
• Turner and Stokes (2006), in a qualitative study involving
14 nurses caring for older adults, found that these
strategies were sometimes not unique to hope promotion
but rather, a part of caring, presence, holistic nursing,
and therapeutic nursing practices.
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Hope and Nurses
• Nurses can be a source for inspiring hope in patients
and families but they must assess the different spheres
of hope and be aware of hope as multidimensional
(Dufault and Martocchio,1985).
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Hope Inspiring Strategies – Review of the
Literature (ROL)
• Holt (2001), in a systematic review, found the following
nursing actions:
• social support, professional support, spiritual or religious activities,
reliance on inner resources, and goal setting.

• Davidson and colleagues (2007) developed a framework
called Maintaining Hope in Transition for heart failure
patients which included
• acknowledging the changing life circumstances, restructure reality, deal
with vulnerability, achieve normalization, and resolve uncertainty.
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Hope Inspiring Strategies - ROL
• Cutliffe and Grant (2001) developed a conceptual
framework for hope that included
• inspiration, encompassing humanistics, knowledge, and relationships.

• Nurses’ existential presence, appreciation of
personhood, professionalism, celebration of life, and
discussion of consequences of disease (Klotz, 2010).
• Nurse presence, along with listening, and other caring
behaviors (Pipe, Kelly, LeBrun, Schmidt, Atherton, &
Robinson, 2008).
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Hope Inspiring Strategies - ROL
• In a review of the literature on hope-inspiring strategies
applicable to rehabilitation nursing, Kautz and Van Horn
(2009) concluded that most strategies could fit under the
overarching theme of promoting family dignity.
• Specific hope-inspiring strategies such as a mid-life
decision workshop, creative arts program, computer
program, and a Hope Intervention Program have been
studied mainly in oncology populations (Lichwala, 2014;
Rawl et al., 2002; Herth, 2000; Herth, 2001).
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Hope Inspiring Strategies - ROL
• Illuminate hope to critically ill patients through 1)
communication including conversation, physical
touching, and involving the family, 2) religion - inspiring
them to pray, and 3) compliance and restrictions
(DaSilva & Henricson, 2013).
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List of Hope Inspiring Strategies
Support – professional and social

Listen

Encourage spiritual/religious activities

Build relationships

Goal setting

Inspire

Acknowledge changing life circumstances

Resolve uncertainty

Restructure reality

Deal with patient/family vulnerability

Presence

Help person achieve normalization or
restoration

Appreciate personhood (not just a
patient) (humanistics)

Communicate

Celebrate life

Involve family

Discuss consequences of disease
Encourage reliance on inner resources
(including complications) (use knowledge)
Physical touch
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Critical Care Nurses Thoughts on Hope
Inspiring Strategies
• Inspire Hope through Communication
•
•

•
•

•

•

Listen
• Hear what their needs are
Be honest
• Don’t lie, tell the truth, be cautious, don’t say “you’ll be OK”; use the word
may
Treat like a human being (person)
• What was the patient like before this hospitalization
Ask questions
• What are you most concerned about?
• Need to understand what is important
Stress the positive
• Improvements, stronger than you think, positive gains, “build them up when
they have bad days”
Goal focused
• But one day at a time; understand outcomes
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Use of Hope Inspiring Strategies in
Practice, Education, & Research
• Goal setting
• Set goals with new hires, inspiring hope in successful completion of
orientation
• Teach direct care staff that helping patients set goals inspires hope

• Presence
• Be present when a new graduate is performing central line care for the
first time, inspiring hope that he/she ‘can do it’
• Be present when the family member of a new trauma patient arrives –
your presence can give them hope

• Appreciate personhood
• Get to know your new graduate – where they grew up, etc.
• Ask the family member of the new trauma patient about the patient –
who is Ken? Where does he work? Does he have any hobbies?
14
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Use of Hope Inspiring Strategies in
Practice, Education, & Research
• Communicate
• Provide honest information to the new graduate on how he/she is doing
• Don’t tell the family member of the new trauma patient that “everything
will be OK”

• Acknowledge changing life circumstances
• Remind the new graduate that he/she is now a new Registered Nurse –
still learning like a student, but with new responsibilities and
accountabilities
• Share with the family member of the new trauma patient that the health
of their loved one has changed as a result of the care accident, but
today, he is breathing on his own, but in a lot of pain

• Inspire
• Be a role model for hope inspiring strategies!
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Future Directions for Research on Hope
• Processes
• What does a hope inspiring protocol look like? Is it possible to create
one?
• Do we need to promote psychosocial interventions such as hope
inspiring strategies in orientation of new hires?
• Is it possible to ‘isolate’ hope inspiring strategies from caring practices?
• Do perceptions of nurses about hope change if they are exposed to
other areas of practice (such as a critical nurse spending time in
rehab)?

• Outcomes
• What are the outcomes associated with hope inspiring strategies?
• Are they specific or measurable?
• Critical care nurses in the study noted families seemed more at
ease, felt comfortable to go home…
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